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PSHE
Me and My Relationships
Year 3
Vocabulary
Consequences The result of a choice someone
Cooperate
Work together
has made
Empathise
Understanding and sharing the
Ethnicity
Belonging to a large group of people
feelings of someone else
with a shared nationality and therefore
often culture
Experience
Something that happens to you
Independence Doing things for yourself
Nationality

Perspective

Which ‘nation’ you were born in
usually gives your nationality. E.g.:
A person born in Germany has
German nationality. Sometimes, if
someone moves to live in another
country permanently, they can
choose to become a citizen of that
country, meaning their nationality
would change.
Viewpoint

Responsible/
responsibilities

Being responsible is doing the things you
are meant to do and understanding that
there are consequences if you don’t.
Having responsibilities is about having
things that you need to do and making
sure you do them as you are meant to.

Respect

Showing care and valuing others

Witness

Someone who sees something
happen
What is the difference between culture and
ethnicity?

What does a healthy adult
relationship
look like?

Ethnicity is largely to do with nationality (where
you come from)
E.g.: Spanish, African, Asian, Irish, British…

…whereas culture is something we are taught by
other humans and gets passed from one generation
to another (grandparents to parents to children
etc.)
E.g. language, manners, traditions, celebrations,
values, family roles and structures.

Culture and ethnicity are therefore closely linked: if
your ethnicity is Spanish, you are likely to be taught
Spanish traditions, language, manners and values
(Spanish culture).

Perspective

‘There are three truths to every argument: one
person’s truth, the other person’s truth, and
lastly, the real truth.’

Support Networks
Who is in your support network? It might include:
o
o
o
o
o

✓ We take turns to speak
✓ We use kind and positive
words
✓ We listen to each other
✓ We have the right to pass

Teachers/ Teaching Assistants
Parents/ grandparents/ other family members/
carers
Friends
Doctors
Social Workers

Our PSHE Charter

✓ We only use names when
giving compliments or
being positive
✓ We respect each other’s
privacy (confidentiality)

